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Abstract— This paper presents an original approach of road
segmentation supervised by stereovision. It deals with free
space estimation by stereovision and road detection by color
segmentation. The v-disparity algorithm is extended to provide
a reliable and precise road profile on all types of roads. The free
space is estimated by classifying the pixels of the disparity map.
This classification is performed by using the road profile and
the u-disparity image. Then a color segmentation is performed
on the free space. Here is the supervision. Each stage of the
algorithm is presented and experimental results are shown.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous navigation affords many useful applications:
military unmanned vehicles, robotic exploration in extreme
environments or driver assistances. It requires two major
capabilities: the detection of potential obstacles and the
estimation of the course of the road in the image.
Many systems have been designed to deal with obstacle
detection in various environments. Radars [9] [18], laser
range finder [10] [16], stereovision [19] [12] and multi-
sensor fusion are used on structured roads. The 2005
DARPA Grand Challenge competition was successfully
achieved on unstructured roads [6]. Most of the teams
used lidar, radar or sonar [2] but no one succeed with a
single vision-based system. Here will be an interesting
and important evolution, because such systems have strong
advantages such as low cost and passivity, which are key
points for industrial or military matters. The TerraMax
team completed the race with a stereovision-based obstacle
detection [4] and the help of other active sensors [15]. This
shows the potential use of stereovision. Thus we propose a
single stereovision-based systems to detect the obstacles.
Road or road sides detection was widely explored too.
Color segmentation [5] [14], texture analysis are commonly
used [14]. Other systems use statistic model-based approach
or morphological mathematics [1]. Many solutions were
proposed for road or obstacle detection. However most of
the time each system is specific to one single task.
This paper describes a new approach to deal with the
perception of the environments for autonomous navigation.
Our system finds a path in the free space that can be used
by a vehicle. It performs obstacle and road detection. It is
designed to work both on structured and unstructured roads
by using a stereovision sensor. First it provides the free
space using an extension of the v-disparity algorithm. Then
a color segmentation extracts the area corresponding to the
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the stereoscopic sensor and coordinate systems (a:
absolute, r: right, l:left).

road. The segmentation is supervised by the stereovision
because only the free space is segmented. The paper is
organized as follows: section II presents the stereoscopic
sensor and the set of equations used. Section III proposes
adaptations of the v-disparity algorithm for the unstructured
roads in order to obtain a robust road profile. Section IV
explains how we estimate the free space. Section V shows
how the free obstacle road course is extracted. Finally
section VI presents experimental results obtained from real
images.

II. SENSORS AND GEOMETRY

Our system uses a single stereovision sensor which is
described in section II-A. The transformations between the
disparity space (linked to the images) and the real space
(linked to the vehicle) are described in the section II-B.

A. Stereovision sensor

The stereovision sensor (Fig. 1) uses two cameras po-
sitioned at the same height relative to the ground level.
An adjustment is performed so that the epipolar lines are
parallel and correspond to the scanning lines. The parameters
described on the figure are:

• h: height of the cameras above the ground,
• b: stereo baseline (distance between the cameras),
• θ: pitch of the cameras (angle between the horizontal

and the optical axis).



The coordinates (up, vp) give the position of a point P in
an image plane. The intrinsic parameters of the cameras are
the focal length of the lens (f) and the size of the pixels
(tu, tv). According to the used cameras specifications, we
can approximate: tu ≈ tv = t. Then we use α = f/t.
This sensor is used to estimate the free space, therefore a
color camera is required for the road segmentation. In order
to reduce the computation load, the color camera used is
the right one of the stereoscopic sensor. It simplifies the
computation because in that case the color segmentation
and the stereovision algorithm are processed in the same
coordinate system: the one linked to the right camera.

B. Coordinate systems

(Ra) is the absolute coordinate system. (Rr) is the coordi-
nate system of the right image and (Rl) is the one of the left
image. For a given point P, the Ra-coordinates are denoted
by (Xp, Yp, Zp), the Rr-coordinates by (urp, vrp) and the
Rl-coordinates by (ulp, vlp). ∆p is the disparity value and is
equal to ulp−urp. Thanks to the epipolar constraint we have
vrp = vlp. We call disparity space the (urp, vp, ∆p) space.
Using the pin-hole camera model and the projection of the
optical center (u0, v0), we obtain the following equations (1):
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ulp = u0 + αXp+αb/2
(Yp+h) sin θ+Zp cos θ

up = urp = u0 + αXp−αb/2
(Yp+h) sin θ+Zp cos θ

vp = vrp = [v0 sin θ+α cos θ](Yp+h)+[v0 cos θ−α sin θ]Zp

(Yp+h) sin θ+Zp cos θ

∆p = ulp − urp = αb
(Yp+h) sin θ+Zp cos θ

(1)
Those equations (1) describe the transformation between the
image coordinate systems (Rr and Rl) and the real space
(Ra).

C. Plane projection

The scene is often modelled by a set of planes in the
real space. It is proven in [12] that a 3D plane estimation
can be reduced to a 2D straight line estimation by using
a well defined plane projection. Therefore if the scene is
simply modelled with a planar road and vertical obstacles,
then finding the good plane projection is sufficient to easily
estimate the planes. It is shown in [12] that the v-disparity
image is very powerful for such estimations.

1) The v-disparity image: is a plane projection. ~u is the
normal and (~v, ~∆) is the basis of the plane. The v-disparity
image is computed by accumulating the pixels of same
disparity along the u−axis. Let consider a pixel (denoted
P ) on the v-disparity image with coordinates (vp,∆p). The
intensity of P equals the number of pixels on the line vp

of the disparity map, having a disparity of ∆p. Thanks to
those accumulations the v-disparity image is very robust
with regard to the noise. This image is used to extract the

road plane and vertical obstacles (see [12]).

2) The u-disparity image: is a plane projection. ~v is the
normal and (~u, ~∆) is the basis of the plane. The u-disparity
image is computed by accumulating the pixels of same
disparity along the v−axis. Like the v-disparity image,
the u-disparity image tolerates the noise thanks to the
accumulation process. However it is not used to extract
any plane. It is used to detect obstacle pixels. Indeed
high intensity in the u-disparity image indicates that many
pixels in the disparity map have the same disparity in a
single column, thus they do not belong to the road. They
correspond to vertical alignments in the real space and can
be considered as obstacles, then vertical alignment detection
in the v-disparity image is useless. Moreover using the
u-disparity image is more efficient, because it allows to deal
with some non vertical obstacles (like security rails along
the road). [3] uses a similar approach for obstacle detection
by marking as obstacles the regions with similar disparity.

III. ROAD PROFILE

Our approach needs to estimate the free space. This
one is extracted thanks to a robust road profile estimation.
This estimation consists of two different stages. First the
v-disparity algorithm provides a global road profile. Then
classification and propagation phases give a precise road
profile.

A. Global road profile estimation

The global road profile is estimated thanks to an improved
v-disparity algorithm.

1) The basic algorithm: described in [12] enables the es-
timation of a road global profile. The algorithm was designed
to work on structured roads. First the primitives are computed
using horizontal local maxima gradient on both images and a
single threshold. Then the disparity map is computed by local
matching, based on normalized correlation around the local
maxima with a left/right checking failure procedure [7]. The
v-disparity image is computed and a global road profile is
extracted using any straight line extracting procedure, such as
the Hough transform (see Fig. 2). When we have tested this
basic algorithm on unstructured roads, we have sometimes
extracted wrong global road profile. It happened because
the image primitives were badly distributed in the images.
The Hough transform did not take the best alignment in the
v-disparity image. An alignment of few points with high
intensity were preferred to an alignment of a larger number of
points with lower intensity. On Fig. 3, the global road profile
extracted is wrong. In this example, the numerous pixels
corresponding to the trees on the horizon line accumulate
to form a vertical alignment in the v-disparity image. Its
intensity is much higher than the alignment corresponding to
the road profile. With structured roads we can find a threshold
to select primitives which give good results. However it is
harder to find such a threshold with unstructured roads. The
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Fig. 2. Top left: an image of the stereo pair corresponding to a structured
road. Top middle: the disparity map. Top right: the v-disparity image with
the global road profile colored in red. Bottom: the corresponding u-disparity
image. The images were computed with a gradient threshold of 6.

interval search of the plane parameters in the Hough space
can be bounded to specific intervals, but it does not solve the
problem in all cases because a bad distribution can generate
a wrong estimate close to the good one.

2) Adaptive thresholds: are used to deal with this issue.
Instead of setting a common threshold for both images, we
set a percentage of primitives per line. This percentage is
the same for all the lines of both images. Then we select
a threshold for each line using a cumulative histogram (see
Fig. 3). This algorithm is efficient to get a good primitives
distribution. The Fig. 3 shows the results on the v-disparity
and the global road profile. With a constant threshold of 6,
the global road profile is wrong. With a constant one of 2,
the profile is correct, but there is a lot of noise. With the
adaptive thresholds, the profile is correct and the v-disparity
image contains less noise. Most of the time the adaptive
thresholds provide a correct global road profile. However
in some cases a bad distribution still disturbs the Hough
transform. Indeed the adaptive thresholds can not guarantee
low intensity variations in the v-disparity image. It is the
case, for instance, when an obstacle mask an important part
of the image. In such cases, the Hough transform may not
extract an alignment corresponding to the road profile, but a
wrong one due to the high intensity of the obstacle pixels.

3) A column normalization: is processed to solve this
problem. When an obstacle fits in a vertical alignment of
the v-disparity image, we normalize each column of the
v-disparity image. The intensity of each pixel is divided
by the highest intensity in its own column. This way
the influence of the pixels corresponding to obstacles is
decreased and the longest alignment is more relevant. Since
the longest alignment in the v-disparity image suits the road
profile, the Hough transform is more reliable.

B. Precise road profile extraction

The enhanced algorithm provides an efficient way to
extract the global road profile. Such a profile is not suitable
for unstructured roads, because one straight line in the v-
disparity image corresponds to a planar road. We need a bet-
ter accuracy (roll, yaw, pitch or road slant) with unstructured
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Fig. 3. Top: left to right: an image of the stereo pair corresponding to
an unstructured road, the disparity map and the v-disparity image with
the global road profile in red. The images were computed with a gradient
threshold of 6. Middle: left to right: v-disparity image of a non structured
road and the global profile in red for a threshold of 6, 2 and adaptive ones.
Bottom: illustration of the cumulative histogram.

environments. Some techniques were designed to solve this
problem. The road can be modelled as a succession of planes.
The roll, pitch and yaw can be estimated by an extension of
the v-disparity algorithm to other planes extraction [11] or a
local analysis of the v-disparity [13]. However our technique
requires global road profile estimation, which can also be
improved by looking for k distinct maxima in the Hough
map for a piecewise linear estimate. Our approach to obtain
a more precise profile of the road is original and different
to the previously described ones [11] [13]. It exploits the
v-disparity image to the maximum. The goal is to detect all
the pixels belonging to the road on the v-disparity image.
Thus we extract the exact shape of the road profile in
the v-disparity image using a propagation algorithm. The
algorithm consists of two different phases: initialization and
propagation.

1) The initialization phase: consists in extracting the
global profile as previously described. Then the pixels on
the v-disparity image belonging to the global profile are
selected. Only the pixels with high intensity value are kept.
Those pixels are the basis for the next propagation phase.
This method preserves the robustness of the v-disparity
representation, because we keep the most cumulating pixels
and we remove the noisy ones.

2) The propagation phase: needs two parameters: a
threshold on the intensity of the v-disparity pixels to keep
only the significant ones and remove the noise and a specific
pattern to give the direction of the propagation. We start
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Fig. 4. Left to right: v-disparity image, the global profile in yellow color,
the precise one in green color and two examples of possible patterns.
Concerning the patterns: the bottom one is unsuitable because it allows
propagation in the column of the current pixel. Indeed it may propagate an
obstacle which must not belong to the precise profile. The top one is simple
and appropriate because it allows a propagation in directions corresponding
to the orientation of the profile.

the propagation from the seed pixels. For each tested pixel
we check if the intensity value is high enough (above the
specified threshold). If it is the case, we add this pixel
(denoted P ) to the profile and we test all the pixels given by
the used pattern centered on P . Otherwise we do nothing,
P is left and we restart from another seed. We go on
until each seed has been propagated. The obtained profile
has a pixel precision. It does not allow robust yaw, roll
or pitch estimation but it allows to take into account their
variation. Then it improves the classification of the pixels of
the disparity map.

IV. FREE SPACE

The precise profile is used to classify the pixels: the ones
belonging to the road surface and the others supposed to
be obstacles or noise. To perform this classification the u-
disparity image is used as well.

A. Pixel classification

The classification phase does not process all the pixels of
the image, because the disparity value is required. Thus it
processes only the pixel of the disparity map which have a
non-zero disparity value. That means that only the primitives,
computed with the adaptive thresholds, which are matched,
will be classified. Therefore for such a pixel (denoted P)
the non-zero disparity value gives a projection point in the
u-disparity image (denoted Pu) and a projection point in
the v-disparity image (denoted Pv). Then the classification
algorithm works as follow: if the intensity value in the u-
disparity image of Pu is high then P is classified as an
obstacle pixel. Otherwise if Pv belongs to the precise profile,
P is classified as a road surface pixel, otherwise P is not clas-
sified (it is supposed to be noise). This classification phase
does not consider all pixels. However the ones classified are
very reliable due to the robustness of the v-disparity and
u-disparity images. That is why they are used to extend
the classification to the unclassified ones with a propagation
phase.

B. Propagation of the free obstacle area

The propagation phase is straightforward and based on
the robustness of the classification. The reliable pixel are

classified into road surface and obstacles. An influence area
is computed for each of them by using a two dimensional
gaussian surface. Thus all pixels receive a contribution from
the classified pixels. The value of each contribution depends
on the distance to the classified pixel and its class. If it
is a free space pixel the value is positive. Otherwise it is
negative. The longer is the distance, the lower is the absolute
value. Then all pixels cumulate the value of the contribution
of all classified pixels. For instance an unclassified pixel
surrounded by free space pixels has a positive sum and is
labelled as road surface. On the other hand an unclassified
pixel surrounded by obstacle pixels has a negative sum and
is labelled as obstacles. When the sum equals zero the pixel
is classified arbitrary as road surface. In this manner all
unclassified pixels are labelled. This phase is not as robust as
the classification one, but it is a good way to show how the
classification using a precise profile is efficient. In order to
increase the robustness we plan to add a checking procedure
of the final propagation.

Fig. 5. Left: the result of the classification step, the green points correspond
to the road classified pixels and the red ones to the obstacle classified pixels.
Right: the result of the propagation one: the green area is the free space.

Fig. 6. Translucent green: the free space estimation, translucent red: the
obstacle areas estimation.

V. ROAD SEGMENTATION

Once the free space is estimated, we have to find the road
inside. We do not consider off-road environments but we
deal with structured and unstructured roads. That means that
a path must be distinguishable on the images. We use a color
segmentation to extract the road.



A. Work spaces

Two different work spaces are considered:
• the image area where the segmentation is performed: it

is the free space extracted by the stereovision algorithm.
Here is the originality of the segmentation.

• the color space used: the hue and saturation coordinates
of the HSL color space.

1) The free space: is the link between the stereovision
and the segmentation. The color segmentation is processed
on the right image of the stereoscopic sensor, however
the whole image is not processed. Indeed the road can
not be detected on the obstacles. Then only the part of
the image corresponding to the surface of the road is
processed. This area is given by the free space extracted by
the stereovision algorithm (see IV). Thus the stereovision
indicates where to search for the road. That is why we can
say that the segmentation is supervised by the stereovision.
Nevertheless the segmentation algorithm can work without
the stereovision step. Then the free space corresponds to
the entire image and the whole image is processed.

2) The color space: is essential for the segmentation. A
two dimensional color space is used. We work in the HSL
color space, but we keep only the hue (H) and saturation
(S) coordinates for the segmentation. The luminance (L)
coordinate is just used by the stereovision algorithm. Doing
this allows us to deal with the shadows in a simple manner.
Lying shadows on the road are useful for the stereovision
algorithm, because we increase the numbers of primitives
to match. However shadows and others light variations
(reflection effects due to films of water) disturbed the color
segmentation. Those light variations are mainly present
on the luminance coordinate. We want to differentiate the
road from the bank independently on the light conditions.
The hue and saturation coordinates are less dependant
and so enable a segmentation that is more robust to
the light variations. Working on the hue and saturation
coordinates does not completely remove the problems due to
the light variation, but it is a simple way to be less disturbed.

B. Color segmentation

The segmentation is performed by the ISODATA
clustering algorithm on the hue and saturation distribution
(2D histogram) of the given image. The ISODATA algorithm
is an iterative procedure working like the K-mean algorithm.
First arbitrary initial cluster vectors are assigned. The
second step classifies each point to the closest cluster. In the
third step the new cluster mean vectors are calculated based
on all the points in each cluster. Second and third steps are
repeated until the difference between the iteration is small.
This difference can be measured either by the distance
mean cluster vectors have changed from one iteration to
another or by the percentage of pixels that have changed
between iterations. Compared to the K-mean algorithm, the
ISODATA algorithm has some further refinements: splitting

and merging of clusters (see [8]). Clusters are merged if the
centers of two clusters are closer than a certain threshold.
Clusters are split into two different clusters if the cluster
standard deviation exceeds a predefined value. In short the
ISODATA algorithm is similar to the k-mean algorithm
excepted that the ISODATA algorithm allows for different
number of clusters while the k-mean assumes that the
number of clusters is known a priori.

C. Road estimation

1) The clustering: is straight forward. First we check
for each pixel of the image to which cluster it belongs to.
Then we have to decide which cluster correspond to the
road and which one does not. This step is done by a simple
classification algorithm. We define an isosceles triangle in
the image. The base is lying on the bottom line of the image
and the top is the middle of the horizon line. This line is
determined by the stereovision algorithm. This triangle is a
simple model of the road. We consider that the main part
of the triangle belong to the road. Thus for each cluster
we count the number of pixels inside the triangle and the
number of pixels outside. If there are more points of the
cluster outside, then the cluster is classified as non road,
otherwise it is classified as road. Therefore all the clusters
and pixels are classified. The clustering can be improved by
using the results of the previous frame.

2) Some results: of the color segmentation and classifica-
tion are shown on figure 7. On those images the segmentation
is performed without stereovision. Thus we do not have the
free space and the color segmentation is processed on the
whole image.

Fig. 7. Left to right: original image, clusters obtained, result of the
classification.

VI. RESULTS

Each step of our algorithm has been implemented and
tested separately with real video sequences on a 2.4 GHz
computer. We have already shown in the previous sections
the results of the free space estimation (see IV) and the
results of the color segmentation (seeV). The figure 8 shows
some results obtained with the complete algorithm in various
environments. In most cases the free space is well estimated.
However even if the classification phase gives good results,



the propagation phase can fail because of a lack of classified
pixels. The number of primitives can be increased with
the adaptive thresholds to obtain a denser disparity image.
This would increase the computation load and prevent real
time processing (30 fps). Naturally more textured are the
images, better are the results. The color segmentation works
as well. We obtain on the images a possible path without
obstacles. Unfortunately our algorithm is sequential. The
color segmentation is performed after the estimation of
the free space. Thus the frame processing time increases
again. Currently we can not stand real time processing and
guarantee good results at the same time.

Fig. 8. Left: original images. Right: translucent green (or light translucent
grey value): the road estimation.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an original method to perceive the
environments for autonomous navigation. Our system detect
the road in the free space thanks to a segmentation supervised
by stereovision. It uses the robustness of the u-disparity
and v-disparity representations. First the original v-disparity
algorithm is extended to unstructured roads and enables the
extraction of a precise road profile. This profile does not
provide robust estimation of the roll, yaw or pitch, but
it takes into account road variations (yaw, pitch, bumpy,
damaged) and allows to work on any types of roads. The
pixels of the disparity map are classified as road surface or
obstacle. This phase gives very good results. The propagation
of the free obstacle area labels all the remaining pixels
and gives the free space. This last phase can be improved
by using morphological processing (opening and closing
operations) to remove small artefacts or to better emphasize

the obstacles. The color segmentation is processed on the
free space. Then the result of the stereovision is the input of
the color segmentation. The supervision relies on this link.
The segmentation is performed on the hue and saturation
coordinates of the image by the ISODATA algorithm. An
isosceles triangle is used to simply model the road and
classify the cluster as road or not. The road segmentation can
be easily improve. Indeed the use of the ISODATA algorithm
affords the possibility to add other color or texture attributes
because it is well designed for multi spectral segmentation.
Vanishing point estimation [17] can be used as well. Other
developments are considered. Working on the disparity map
density, using the results of the previous frame and reducing
the computation time are key improvements that we plan to
carry out.
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